An analytical expression is derived for the decrease in the absorption cross section that occurs when two molecular electronic states are coupled by spin-orbit coupling. The loss of intensity, or interference dip, is common in the spectra of metal compounds. The derivation is based on a coupling of a single forbidden donor state to a broadened harmonic acceptor potential, and leads to simple analytical expressions. The new expressions give line shape functions different from those in the commonly used Fano antiresonance interpretation and are based on interpretable molecular properties. PACS numbers: 31.10. +z, The spectra of metal-containing molecules and crystals often contain "interference dips," i.e., sharp decreases in absorbance at the energy of forbidden or weakly allowed intraconfigurational transitions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The loss of absorbance is naively unexpected; the spectrum should consist of the superposition of the absorbances resulting from the transitions to the two different excited electronic states. The spectroscopic dips are routinely interpreted using the theory developed by Fano that was derived for atomic absorption in the presence of a slowly varying background continuum [15] . In molecular and crystal spectroscopy, however, the "background" contains an underlying dispersion part that varies strongly with energy [16] [17] [18] . It results from a dipole allowed electronic transition with a bandwidth determined by progressions in normal vibrational modes that are displaced between the excited and ground electronic states. A new treatment of the loss of absorbance that has physical relevance to molecules or to metal ions with strong phonon coupling to host lattices is needed.
The spectra of metal-containing molecules and crystals often contain "interference dips," i.e., sharp decreases in absorbance at the energy of forbidden or weakly allowed intraconfigurational transitions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The loss of absorbance is naively unexpected; the spectrum should consist of the superposition of the absorbances resulting from the transitions to the two different excited electronic states. The spectroscopic dips are routinely interpreted using the theory developed by Fano that was derived for atomic absorption in the presence of a slowly varying background continuum [15] . In molecular and crystal spectroscopy, however, the "background" contains an underlying dispersion part that varies strongly with energy [16] [17] [18] . It results from a dipole allowed electronic transition with a bandwidth determined by progressions in normal vibrational modes that are displaced between the excited and ground electronic states. A new treatment of the loss of absorbance that has physical relevance to molecules or to metal ions with strong phonon coupling to host lattices is needed.
In this Letter we derive a simple analytical expression for the intensity decrease and quantitatively interpret the phenomenon. The dips are a form of destructive quantum interference. The important molecular properties that govern the interference are the relative energies of the states, the vibrational frequencies in the electronic states, and the coupling properties.
Our analytical derivation uses the simplifying assumption that only one vibrational eigenstate of the "forbidden" electronic state is involved. This assumption is accurate for intraconfigurational transitions in metal compounds, where the spin multiplicity changes but the orbital configuration does not [19] . When this type of transition is well separated from more intense transitions, it is observed as a single line (i.e., little or no vibrational progression.) Our analytical expression for the interference dips is compared to the calculation using the full Hamiltonian.
The total electron-nuclear Hamiltonian for the coupled excited states is described in terms of the usual diabatic Hamiltonians [20] :
where M is the oscillator's mass, v 0 and v F are the frequencies on the allowed and forbidden states, x is the vibrational coordinate, x A is the shift of the vibrationalcoordinate minimum upon excitation,´F and´A are the forbidden and allowed states' minimum potential, and g is the off-diagonal coupling that is assumed to be coordinate independent. All energies are measured relative to the preexcitation ground-state (electronic and vibrational) energy. The system is illustrated in Fig. 1 , and the parameters used in the calculations are presented below. The absorption cross section s͑v͒ as a function of frequency is given by
Here, G is a phenomenological (artificial) damping coefficient in the correlation function which approximately represents the effects of the coupling to other molecules or to the bath; C 0 is the initial wave function, which here is localized purely on the allowed state, C 0 ͓0, 1͔ T c 0 , and c 0 ͑x͒ is the ground vibrational state of the ground electronic state. It is the same as the ground vibrational state of the forbidden excited state's Hamiltonian, p 2 ͞2M 1 Mv 2 0 x 2 ͞2 1´F. Numerically, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is straightforward to invert so that the absorption probability can be calculated. For an analytical treatment, however, we make the following crucial approximation: Only one vibrational state (the ground state) of the forbidden electronic state is populated [17] . This approximation is justified because the FIG. 1. Schematic diabatic potential energy surfaces that illustrate the model. The forbidden state is labeled "F"; the allowed state is labeled "A."
excited vibrational states in the forbidden electronic state have zero overlap with the initial vibrational wave function. We also numerically verify this hypothesis; it is valid unless the coupling is much larger than the spacing.
With the single vibrational state on the donor, the resulting cross section can be shown straightforwardly to be [21, 22] (Fig. 2 ) where
while b is the expectation value of the Green's function for the Hamiltonian H A on the allowed state:
Thus, s 0 ͑v͒ ϵ 2Imb͞p is simply the background absorption cross section, i.e., the spectrum resulting from a transition to the allowed state without the coupling to the forbidden state. Thus, when there is no coupling a smooth absorption is observed. Also, note that both a and b are functions of frequency. While b can be evaluated by a half-time Fourier transform of a simple analytical function, it is more illuminating to replace it by a simple Lorentzian-type function [23] :
The center of the Lorentzian is associated with the initial energy of the wave packet (Franck-Condon potential -see Fig. 1 ) and is at D ϵ´A 1 l, where l Mx 2 A ͞2. The width is associated with the slope of the harmonic potential on the allowed state and is approximately p v 0 l. The width is larger than the damping coefficient G in most molecules.
The crucial aspect of the Lorentzian is that its real part, Reb, changes phase at v D, i.e., at precisely the top of the zero-order absorption spectrum ͓s 0 ͑v͔͒. Coupling of the allowed state to the forbidden state involves the dispersion part, Reb. Because it changes sign, it is not a constant background.
The analytic difference spectrum (plotted in Fig. 3 ), i.e., the difference between the spectrum with and without coupling, is
Note that the difference spectrum consists of two peaks separated by an interference dip. The mathematical reason for the double peak is most simply illustrated at low couplings, where the difference spectrum becomes g 2 Im͑ab 2 ͒͞p, i.e.,
As shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , the double peak is due to a product of the real parts (dispersion) of the Lorentzians, Rea Reb, which changes signs in different parts of the spectrum. This term has two peaks; one below min͑D,´F 0 ͒ and one above max͑D,´F 0 ͒. These peaks become two peaks in the overall difference spectrum: a FIG. 3 . Difference spectrum using both exact two-surface numerical calculations of Eq. (2), as well as analytical approximations [Eqs. (5) and (7)]-one using an exact calculation of b and one using a Lorentzian [Eqs. (6) and (7)]. Also included is a plot of a Fano-like spectrum obtained by using Eqs. (9) - (13) with b artificially fixed at its value for a frequency autoresonant with the transition to the dark state. All spectra scaled by p.
primary peak, associated with the usual Fano resonance near´F 0 , and a secondary peak, on the other side of the zero-order absorption peak, which is due to the flip in the sign of the dispersion part of the zero-order absorption. In contrast, for a truly slowly varying background (where Re͑b͒ does not change sign) only one peak results. Thus, physically, the presence of the forbidden state acts coherently to reveal the varying phase of the dispersion part in the absorption spectrum.
We demonstrate these concepts by specific simulations, following earlier work where the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) was explicitly evaluated using time-dependent techniques [19] . Specifically, we use frequencies of 400 cm 21 for both wells, and the shifting energy is l 3267 cm 14 200 cm 21 , respectively. The system is relevant to ligand field excited states in metal complexes. The difference spectrum calculated using Eq. (7) compares well with that calculated using the full Hamiltonian, as shown in Fig. 3 .
To emphasize the connection to previous analyses of interference dips in the spectra of transition metal and lanthanide metal systems, we write the absorption spectrum in an ostensibly equal form to Fano's relation:
where a straightforward calculation shows that here
and
We emphasize that this line shape is an exact reformulation of Eq. (7), but that the coefficients ͑q, j͒ are frequency dependent. Fano's line shape results when b and therefore s 0 , q, j are fixed to be constant (as a function of frequency) in this formula. The Fano absorption correction term then gives a family of curves that depends on the value of q, the shape factor. The curves range from a Lorentzian function for jqj `to an inverted Lorentzian for q 0.
For positive values of q, the spectrum shows destructive interference on the low energy side of the resonance, and vice versa. The "negative-positive" or "positive-negative" shape of the Fano correction (from low to high energy) is very different from the "positive-negative-positive" shape given by Eqs. (7) or (9) when we take into account the frequency dependence of b. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The underlying problem with most comparisons between experiment and theory is the necessity of choosing the "baseline" absorption spectrum, s 0 ͑v͒, i.e., the expected spectrum when the coupling is zero. The typical choice is biased by the desire to use the Fano correction; for example, the background envelope is assumed to pass through the maximum to the high energy side of the band, thus artificially giving the negative-positive shape.
In summary, we note that both the analytical expression and the exact solution to the problem of interference dips show (Fig. 3) that the difference function will increase, decrease, and then increase again as the energy increases. In contrast, Fano's equation, applicable to a slowly varying background continuum, shows [ Fig. 3 , Eq. (9) ] that the difference spectrum will increase and then decrease (or vice versa, depending on the sign of q). Fano's equation
